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Question: A recent decision notice from the Information Commissioner (below at 26)

indicated that a certain borough council couldn't or wouldn't insure some it's

assets and property because of its "inherent vulnerability" because it was out

in public. This caused me some worry because it would indicate that large

sections of public property at all public authorities would not be insured as to

loss or damage because it is out in public. This indicates to me that, for the

same reasons, insurers would be reluctant to insure any property out in public

at any authority for the reasons below at 26. This is plainly not a proper

situation for the taxpayer to be in these days of financial hardship.

Please therefore indicate how your public authority insures any/all of its

property or assets as out in public. Further as the public assets are under the

stewardship of your public authority what steps are taken to secure/safeguard

the property/assets under your control in order that suitable insurance cover

could be obtained. Please also indicate precisely as to whether you have the

same problems as regards insurance cover as the authority in the decision

notice at 26 because you clearly control public assets in similar circumstances

to that public authority. Lastly would your authority be "reluctant to admit" to

the public that you have no cover for the reasons as mentioned below at 26 if

you have the same inherent problems.

26. The council explained to the complainant that no insurance claims had

been submitted about these thefts of cable. In subsequent discussions with

the Commissioner, the council clarified that the cable was not insured, hence

no claim was possible. It explained that, in common with much public property



located outdoors, insurance for such items is problematic due to the inherent

vulnerability of the property. The council was initially reluctant to admit this to

the complainant, being concerned that if this knowledge entered the public

domain it might stimulate further thefts. It has subsequently decided to make

this public knowledge, due to the high level of local interest. The

Commissioner is therefore satisfied that no information will be held on the

“detail of any claims made to any insurer as regards these thefts[…]”.

Answer: All property owned by Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust is insured at

replacement value via the NHSLA up the first £1 million, after that it is via the

normal insurance cover.

Please Note: Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust is a District General Hospital based

on one site.


